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Titel Consolidation of rapidly solidified aluminium alloy ribbon 

Onderwerp 

Door van een gesmolten aluminium legering een dunne straal op een snel draaiend koperen wiel te 
laten vallen, ontstaan zeer hoge atkoelsnelheden in de orde van lOS - 106 K/s. Met deze zoge
naamde "meltspinning"-techniek is het mogelijk om lintvormig materiaal te maken met kleine 
kristallen en verhoogde oplosbaarheid van legeringselementen. Om het aldus geproduceerde 
materiaal in de praktijk te kunnen gebruiken, is het noodzakelijk om van het lint een massief 
materiaal te maken. Het proces van aan elkaar hechten van stukken lint wordt consolideren 
genoemd. Voor flakes is het meest gebruikte consolidatie proces extrusie. De redenen hiervoor 
zijn, dat bij dit proces een sterke binding tot stand wordt gebracht en dat er tevens de mogelijk
heid is om tegelijk met de consolidatie een half- of eindprodukt te fabriceren. 

Opdracht 

Analyseer het consolidatie proces, door middel van extrusie, van snelgestold aluminium lint. Deze 
analyse valt uiteen in twee delen. In het eerste deel zal theoretisch en experimenteel bekeken 
worden wat er nodig is om twee stukken lint met elkaar te verbinden. Het tweede deel bestaat uit 
een nader onderzoek van axisymmetrische extrusie in het algemeen. Door de gegevens verkregen 
uit beide delen met elkaar te combineren, kan vervolgens het gehele extrusie-consolidatie proces 
geanalyseerd en zonodig geoptimaliseerd worden. 

Prof.ir. I.A.G. Kals Ddr. I.H. Dautzenberg Ir. Habraken 



SUMMARY 

The consolidation by extrusion of a meltspinned RSP-aluminium alloy is investigated. In 
order to obtain bonding it is necessary according to the theory of Bay, to fracture the cover 
layer of the flakes. This cover layer consists of a flexible contaminant f11m on top and a 
brittle oxide layer underneath. After this cover layer has been fractured, clean metal 
surfaces can form bondings. 

Three different bonding mechanisms can be distinguished in extrusion: 
~ shearing, combined with hydrostatic pressure 
~ surface increase, combined with hydrostatic pressure 
~ pure hydrostatic pressure 

Equipment is made to test each bonding mechanism. Both shearing and surface increase 
result in high bond strength when they are combined with sufficient hydrostatic pressure. 
Pure hydrostatic pressure however is not enough for effective consolidation; evidently it 
does not cause enough plastic deformation to fracture the surface layer. The effective strain 
from both consolidation experiments appears to be a suitable quantifier for the obtained 
bond strength, when shear and surface increase are combined. The temperature turned out 
to be very important for the consolidation. At higher temperature strong bonding is 
obtained already at low hydrostatic pressure. However, it must be noticed that at elevated 
temperature the properties of the meltspinned material decreases. 

Two axisymmetric models are used to investigate the extrusion process: the Avitzur and the 
streamline upper-bound solution. Extrusion experiments with photoetched billets are carried 
out in order to determine the deformation patterns. In general the streamline upper-bound 
solution appears to give the best results. This model is used to predict the effective strain 
and punch pressure depending on the area reduction and reveals a fast increase of both 
quantities at area reductions from 90% onwards. The model also shows that the effective 
strain changes depending on the radial position at a cross-section of an extruded rod. That 
results in a higher bond strength at the outside of the rod. Further, the bond strength is 
higher in the longitudinal than in the transverse direction of the rod. Forward extrusion 
results in higher effective strain as backward extrusion. Thus guidelines to improve the 
consolidation with extrusion are: 

~ the use of a bridge in the centre of the die; 
~ the use of a rotating die; 
~ feedback of die temperature for punch speed, heating and/or cooling; 
~ extrusion with area reductions of more than 90 %; 
~ forward extrusion instead of backward extrusion. 
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NOTATION 

a flow law constant [Ns/mm2] 
b flow law constant [-] 
Cl> C2 integration constants [-] 
fl (11), f2(11) equations for deformation zone boundaries [-] 
Fl (11),·· ,F2(11) functions of 11 defmed in equation (21) [-] 
P'(11) derivative of F( 11) with respect to 11 [-] 
G(11,Z). H(11,Z) continuous function of 11 and z defined in eq.(27) [-] 
m friction factor at dead metal zone [-] 
Illc friction factor at container wall [-] 
I dead metal zone length [mm) 
Ie container wall length [mm] 
0 number of streamlines [-] 
p number of elements on a streamline H 
P* dimensionless extrusion power H 
PD extrusion deformation power [W) 
PCr extrusion friction power [W] 
r radius [mm] 
rb radius billet [mm] 
rp radius product [mm] 
r,f},z cylindrical coordinates [-] 
r l.r2 radii of r 1 and r 2 in A vitzur model [mm] 
Vo punch speed [mm/s] 
Vc outcoming speed of extruded product [mm/s] 
vr• VB' Vz velocity components in r,f},z direction [mm/s] 
vrl • Vr2 velocity discontinuities at r 1 and r 2 [mm/s] 
Xo, .. ·,xs optimisation parameters defining r land r 2 [-] 

a dead metal zone angle [-] 
(3 angle defining shear H 
rX. r2 deformation zone boundaries [-] 
E effective strain [-] 

ED effective strain in deformation zone [-] 

tr ' 1 
Er 

2 
effective strain at r 1, r 2 [-] 

Etot total effective strain [-] 

..!.. effective strain rate [-] 
t 

t ij 
strain rate tensor [-] 

11 (r,z) continuous function to defme a streamline [-] 
O'f flow stress [Mpa] 
</J stream function [mm3/s] 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Rapid solidification processing 

Meltspinning is a rapid quenching technique whereby cooling rates are achieved of lOS to 
106 K/s by casting a thin stream of molten aluminium on a fast rotating water cooled 
copper wheel. The Rapid Solidification Processed aluminium ribbon has unique properties 
derived from the refmed microstructure and increased solid solubility of alloying elements. 
With rapid solidification it is possible to make new aluminium alloys with high temperature 
strength, improved stiffness properties and reduced thermal expansion. It is possible, for 
instance, to produce high performance pistons, which can operate at higher temperatures. 
Also, when recycling aluminium scrap it is not needed to separate all present other metals 
from the aluminium. In fact, these other metals can even improve the properties of the 
RSP-aluminium without causing brittleness. But meltspinned aluminium ribbon is useless in 
engineering practice until it is possible to consolidate it into a bulk material. It is essential 
to obtain strong bonding between the ribbons, because this strength determines the strength 
of the material. Bonding occurs when clean metal surfaces have been brought in contact 
with each other. For that purpose surface layers have to be fractured. 

1.2. Consolidation of RSP-ribbon 

According to Lavernia et al [1], the consolidation process has turned out to be one of the 
major obstacles that has prevented rapid solidification technology from becoming widely 
practised in the aluminium industry. In the past large efforts have been made to produce 
rapid solidified material, but much less is spent on the consolidation process. Besides this, 
the investigations that have been done on consolidation mainly concentrate on powders. 
The difference between consolidating powders and ribbon is evident. Compression of 
powders until full density leads to large plastic deformation of the powder particles and 
thus fracture of the surface layer of the aluminium, so clean metal surfaces can form 
bondings. For compacting ribbon to full density only small plastic deformation is needed 
and thus the surface layer remains almost intact [2,3,4]. Theories calculating stress-strain 
relationships for porous metals [5,6,7,8] which give good results for powders, are 
therefore not applicable for approximating bonding strength when consolidating ribbon. 
Description of the mechanisms that cause fracture of the surface layer will probably be 
more successful in predicting of the bonding strength. 

In order to consolidate ribbons into a bulk material, attention has to be paid that the ribbon 
undergoes enough plastic deformation to make clean metal surfaces by fracturing the 
surface layer. The commonly used consolidation technique for ribbon is pre-compaction of 
flakes cut out of the ribbon, followed by hot extrusion. Extrusion has the advantage that it 
combines large plastic deformation needed to break the surface layer on the flake surface, 
with high hydrostatic pressure to join the virgin material. Hot extrusion, instead of cold 
extrusion, has the advantage that it results in better interparticle bonding between flakes 
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(chapter 2). According to Bay [9] this is due to the evaporation of the gases, water vapour, 
greases etcetera contained by the surface layer at elevated temperature. However, the high 
temperature can cause a deterioration of the properties of the individual flakes (appendix 
A). Therefore the extrusion temperature has to be a compromise and is different for each 
alloy. 

From the above it is noticed that knowledge of extrusion is necessary to improve this main 
consolidation process for flakes. In literature roughly three different bonding mechanisms 
relevant to extrusion, that together lead to fracture of the surface layer and bonding of 
clean metal can be distinguished: 

- Shearing during extrusion leads to sliding between flakes and thus breaking of 
the surface layer [9]; 

- Surface increase of the flakes, caused by the reduction in cross section, fractures 
the surface layer [10,11,12]; 

- Hydrostatic pressure causes plastic deformation resulting in fracture of the 
surface layer [13,14]. Furthermore, hydrostatic pressure is probably needed in 
all three mechanisms in order to form bondings between virgin material. 

In the next chapter all three bonding mechanisms will be examined closely regarding their 
influence on the bonding strength between flakes. In chapter 3 the axisymmetric extrusion 
process will be analyzed analytical and experimental to determine a proper model for 
extrusion. By combining the information of these two chapters, in the fourth chapter the 
consolidation of the flakes by means of the extrusion process can be improved. 

J. INTRODUCTION 2 



2. CONSOLIDATION 

The aim of consolidation is not just to get full density, but mainly to obtain strong bonding 
between the flakes. This chapter will treat how bonding is achieved in theory. Then from 
this theory it is possible to examine the bonding mechanisms of extrusion more thoroughly 
in experiments. 

2.1. Theory 

Bonding between two metals is not achieved until clean metal surfaces are brought in 
contact with each other. Thus the surface covering the virgin material has to be fractured. 
Bay gives a good description of this surface layer in his dissertation [9]. He makes a 
subdivision of the surface layer in three different layers. For flakes one layer, caused by 
workhardening, can be assumed to be absent. Thus remains the: 

- Contaminant film, and the 
- Oxide layer 

The contaminant film forms the upper part of the surface layer existing of an absorbed 
liquid and/or gaseous film. This film consists of water, hydrogen etc. Gases evolving from 
this layer at extrusion temperature, lead to formation of voids or micropores and therefore 
great care has to be taken when storing flakes before they are extruded. Short storage 
between flake production and extrusion, chemical treatment, degassing and vacuum 
extrusion all minimize the influence of the contaminant film [15]. 

Underneath the contaminant film a oxide layer is present. Due to the very low partial 
pressure of oxygen necessary for oxidation of aluminium, the formation of this layer can 
hardly be avoided even in an inert gas atmosphere. For this reason Staniek et al [15] 
prefere a vacuum heat treatment to make the oxide layer more brittle, thereby making 
fracture of this layer easier. 

Figure I now shows how contact between clean metal surfaces is made. The flexible 
contaminant film has to spread out during consolidation due to plastic deformation and 
normal pressure, so it will eventually break. The oxide layer is much harder than the 
contaminant film, but also very brittle. According to Dorph [16] microscope examinations 
have shown, that when the oxide layer fractures this also causes fracture of the contaminant 
film on top of it. Bays theory assumes that after fracture of this brittle layer, the virgin 
base material is extruded up through the cracks. Bonding is achieved when two clean metal 
surfaces are close enough to each other that sharing occurs of the weakly bonded electrons 
in the outer shells of the metal atoms [16]. 

At this point it is needed to define the distinction between microscopic and macroscopic 
strain. Microscopic strain will be defined as the strain of individual flakes, while 
macroscopic strain will be defined as the strain of a bulk material (obtained from flakes). 
In the following, unless clearly stated, strain will considered to be macroscopic strain. 
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a 

b 

/ 
contaminant film 

Figure 1. Cut through two metals, illustrating the fonning of bonds according to Bay [9J. 

Bays theory about the forming of bonds will now be projected on the consolidation of 
flakes by extrusion. In the extrusion process it is assumed that the surface layer is fractured 
by sliding between metals [9] and/or surface increase of the metals [10,11,12], as depicted 
in figure 2. Subsequent to the fracturing of the surface layer contact between the clean 
metal surfaces is obtained by applying hydrostatic pressure. Thus in extrusion three diffe
rent bonding mechanisms causing the fracture of the surface layer and/or increase of 
the clean metal surface contact are assumed to be present: 

1. Microscopic sliding between flakes, induced by macroscopic shear strain, 
combined with hydrostatic pressure. 

2. Surface increase of the flakes, caused by the reduction in cross section during 
extrusion, combined with hydrostatic pressure. 

3. Pure hydrostatic pressure. 

/ 
1. Sliding between flakes 

extrusion process .-
2. Surface increase of flakes 

Figure 2. Subdivision of the extrusion process into shear and sUrface increase. 
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To see what effect these bonding mechanisms have on the consolidation of flakes three 
different experiments are made. The influence of shearing combined with hydrostatic 
pressure is examined in a constrained compression/ shear experiment. While the influence 
of surface increase of the flakes and hydrostatic pressure is examined in a unconstrain
edlsemi-constrained compression experiment. Finally experiments are performed, to find 
the effect of only hydrostatic pressure on consolidation. 

2.2. Experimental set-up 

The RSP-aluminium used for the consolidation experiments is an A120Si5Fe2Ni alloy 
(appendix A). Extrusion of this material is usually done at a temperature around 420°C, 
therefore the consolidation experiments are also performed at this temperature. To include 
the influence of temperature at the same time experiments at 470°C are done. Measurement 
of the Vickers hardness at room temperature shows a fast decline of hardness during the 
fIrst 15 minutes at elevated temperature. Afterwards, the hardness remains almost constant. 
At 420°C the Vickers hardness decreases from 2800 Mpa to approximately 1750 Mpa, at 
470°C it decreases approximately to 1350 MPa (appendix A). This negative effect of high 
temperature has to be taken for granted, because consolidation at lower temperature results 
in weak bonding between the flakes. Unconstrained compression tests made on extruded 
flakes reveal that at 420°C no strain hardening occurs (appendix A). So it is reasonable to 
assume that plastic deformation of the flakes does not affect their individual flow stress. 

Objective of all consolidation tests is to obtain specimens that are fIt for tensile testing. In 
this way bonding between flakes can be quantified easily. More detailed information about 
the experiments is presented in appendix C. 

2.2.1. Constrained compression/shear 

Shearing between (already partly) bonded flakes, is assumed to deteriorate the contaminant 
fIlm and fracture the oxide layer. To determine the effect of shearing combined with 
normal pressure a compacting apparatus is built with a rotating lower punch (figure 3). The 
punch rotating speed is 5,75 rotations per minute. The container rotated with half the speed 
of the lower punch to take care that the shear strain is equally divided over the specimen 
height. Friction between flakes and container is reduced by polishing the inner side of the 
container and lubricating it with MoS2• To prevent the flakes from sliding on the punches, 
the latter are provided with teeth. In order to measure the temperature, thermocouples are 
placed in the container and the upper punch, as shown in figure 3. 

Figure 4 shows an upper view and a cross section of a specimen made with the constrained 
compression/shear apparatus. They have a diameter of 15 mm and a height of 3 mm. In 
the cross section, it can be seen that, due to friction at the container-wall, the flakes at that 
place have not yet consolidated. Therefore, to reduce this friction influenced zone the 
specimen height has to be taken small. Also, at the centre of the specimen a cylindrical 
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zone with poor consolidation can be distinguished. There is not enough shearing in this 
zone to realise homogeneity. Between these two zones an area with a homogene structure 
can be noticed. 

teeth 
flakes 

upper punch 

thermo
couple 

Figure 3. Constrained compression/shear 
apparatus (. = thermocouple position). 

Figure 4. Upper view and cross section 
(etched in 5% HBF4 electrolyte) of speci
men. 

For normal pressure a 100 kN Wolpert hydraulic press is applied. The flakes are prior to 
the shearing compacted at 70 MPa and heated until their consolidation temperature is estab
lished. Between the start of the heating and the beginning of consolidation not more than 
20 minutes elapses. The experiments are not only performed at 420°C and 470°C, but also 
at three different pressures and three different die-rotating times. The rotation speed of the 
lower punch and container resulted in an effective strain rate of 0.27 S·l at a radius of 2.75 
rom. This is the average radius where the tensile test specimen will fracture during testing 
(pointed out with the white arrow). The rotating times are 12, 60 and 150 s, resulting in 
effective strains of 3.25, 16.2 and 40.5 respectively. For comparison: in extrusion the 
obtained average shear strain is approximately 1.5 for an area reduction of 96% (according 
to the Avitzur upper-bound solution of section 3.1.). Of each parameter setting four 
specimen are made, to check reproducibility of the specimen in the tensile test. 

2.2.2. Unconstrained/semi-constrained compression 

Elongation of flakes, caused by reduction in area when extruding, thins the contaminant 
film and fractures the oxide layer. The effect of this surface increase is examined in an 
unconstrained compression test, see figure 5. A cross-section of a specimen is shown in 
figure 6, where the original flakes can still be identified. To be able to include the 
influence of pressure some specimen were compacted in a surrounding 3 rom thick steel 
tube, which is blowed up during compression owing to the pressure. To minimize friction 
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the upper and lower punch are polished and sprayed with MoS2• Further, 0.1 mm thick 
sheet of pure aluminium sheet is placed between punches and flakes for extra reduction of 
friction. The temperature is measured with a thermocouple in the lower punch. 

steel 
tube 

bulged 
tu be /u'---'----''', 

upper 
punch 

thermocouple 

lower 
punch 

Figure 5. Unconstrained (without tube)/ 
semi-constrained compression apparatus. 

Figure 6. Microstructure of specimen. 
magnified lOx. 

Figure 7. Specimen pre-compacted at 
70 MPa. 

Figure 8. Initially solid specimen with distorted 
grid (identical material), sUrface increase 9x, 
white arrow: see section 2.3. 

Prior to compression the flakes are compacted with 70 MPa in a steel tube, at a tempera
ture of 420°C. This results in specimen of almost full density, see figure 7. Now half of 
the specimen subsequently are compressed, while of the other half the steel tube is 
removed by machining before compression is executed. This is done in order to lower the 
pressure in compression. 

Two distinct kinds of height reduction are examined: from 15 mm and from 9 mm to 3 
mm. The diameter of the specimens was 16.3 mm. The surface enlargement of the flakes 
underneath the punches is determined by measuring the grid distortion after compression, 
of extruded flakes from the same material (figure 8). Previous to compression the grid 
width is 1 mm (square), after compression it is respectively 1.75 mm and 3.0 mm for the 
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original 9 nun and 15 nun high specimen. Thus resulting in surface enlargements with an 
approximate factor 3 and 9, resembling with an area reduction in extrusion of 67 % and 
89 % respectively. The effective strain rate during the experiments was kept at the same 
order as during the constrained compression/shear test: 0.26 - 1.5 S-I. Experiments are not 
only performed using two height reductions, but also at two temperatures (420°C and 
470°C) and two pressures (with and without surrounding steel tube). 

2.2.3. Hydrostatic pressure 

By performing a consolidation experiment consistent of only hydrostatic pressure, the 
influence of this mechanism can be measured. Therefore an amount of flakes is surrounded 
with pure aluminium and compacted at 420°C. At this temperature the pure aluminium is 
nearly viscous and can be applied as a pressure transmitting medium. Thin copper sheet is 
put between the flakes and the pure aluminium to prevent both materials from interfering 
(figure 9). The flake material is consolidated at four different hydrostatic pressures: 200 
MPa, 400 MPa, 600 MPa and 800 MPa. However, even the material consolidated at 800 
MPa had poor bonding between the flakes, making it impossible to machine tensile test 
specimens out of the consolidated specimen. Therefore, no tensile tests could be performed 
on these experiments. Microscopical examination of the specimen (see figure 10) confirms 
that hardly any bonding has been achieved. 

Figure 9. Hydrostatic pressure equipment. Figure 10, Microstructure of specimen, lOx. 

2.3. Results and discussion 

.The specimen obtained from the three consolidation experiments are machined to wheel 
shaped tensile test specimen. Examples of such specimens are shown in figure 11. The 
smallest cross-section of the specimen, where it will fracture during the tensile test has an 
average radius of 2.75 nun. To minimize surface damage, the wheels are machined with a 
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diamond tool. The consolidated specimen are tested in their weakest direction. Earlier tests 
show that this the direction normal to the orientation of the flakes [17]. The reason why the 
wheel shape is chosen for the constrained compression/shear experiments is revealed by 
figure 4. With the wheel shape the material is only tested at the radius where proper 
bonding has been achieved (r::=2.75 mm, pointed out by white arrow), not influenced by 
container wall friction or insufficient shear strain at the centre of the specimen. Also, for 
the unconstrained/semi-constrained compression experiments the wheel shape is favourable. 
At the smallest cross section of the wheel the vertical grid lines have a bending point. So at 
this place there is hardly any shear affecting the tensile test specimen. In order to eliminate 
stresses induced by the machining, the specimen are annealed for 2 hours at 375°C, prior 
to the tensile test. Special flxture for the specimen is used, which ensures loading of the 
specimen with a coaxial force, as can be seen in flgure 12. The tests are performed on a 
100 kN Zwick tension testing machine. 

Figure 11. Wheel shaped specimen for 
tensile test. 

Figure 12. Fixture for tensile test. 

The results of the tensile tests are presented in flgure 13. The constrained compres
sion/shear experiments reveal signiflcant influence of shear strain on the bonding strength 
between the flakes. As expected the shear strain appears to detoriate the surface layer. It 
may be expected that a higher shear strain than used in the experiments gives even better 
results. But that seems irrelevant with respect to the commonly used extrusion processes. 
In contrary to the shear strain, an increase of the punch pressure has only limited effect. 
The experiment performed at 420°C shows that increasing the pressure from 70 MPa to 
140 MPa leads to elevated bond strength. However, an increase of the punch pressure from 
140 MPa to 280 MPa hardly results in a further improvement. The experiments performed 
at 470°C are even less influenced by the punch pressure. The reason for this limited 
influence of the pressure is probably, that when it exceeds the flow stress of the flake 
material further increase of the punch pressure only has a small effect. When the flow 
stress is reached the virgin material will deform and be pushed through the surface layer. 
Then contact between clean metal surfaces can be made. Although higher consolidation 
temperature decreases the properties of the individual flakes the bond strength improves. At 
low punch pressure this is probably due to the fact that the flow stress decreases when the 
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temperature is raised. Further, according to Bay [9], at elevated temperature the 
contaminant film evaporates and recrystallisation and diffusion bonding occurs more 
rapidly between the two cover layers, explaining the higher bond strength at elevated punch 
pressure. 

constrained 420'C 

punch pressure IMPs] 

uconstrainedlsemi-constralned compression experiment, 420' C 

100 400 
punch pressure IMPa1 

constralned compression/shear expGriment, 470" C 

140 
punch pressure IMPa] 

uconstrained/sami-constrBined compression experiment, 470' C 

120 

punch pressure IMPa] 

surface ina'ease 
!lex 
• ax 

Figure 13. Results from tensile tests performed on consolidated specimen. 

The lower two graphs of figure 13 give the results from the unconstrained/semi-constrained 
compression experiments. They clearly reveal the positive effect of surface increase on the 
bond strength. It fractures the brittle oxide layer and thins the flexible contaminant film, if 
present. Again, as in the shearing experiments. raising the punch pressure and the 
temperature increases the obtained bond strength. However, the experiment at 470°C 
shows slight increase in strength for higher punch pressure in contrast with the shearing 
experiment. 

SEM-examinations of the fracture surfaces gained from the tensile test are presented in 
appendix F. 
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3. AXISYMMETRIC EXTRUSION 

In practice the extrusion process has proven to be a convenient and efficient route to 
consolidate rapid solidified powders and flakes into bulk material [2,18]. It also has the 
advantage that it is possible to consolidate directly into an engineering product. To get 
knowledge of the mechanisms leading to consolidation in extrusion, it is useful to make a 
model of this process. Therefore two upper-bound solutions will be presented, in order to 
estimate the strain and punch pressure. The first model was proposed by A vitzur and is for 
that reason named after him. The second upper-bound model is based on third order 
polynomial streamlines and consequently named a streamline upper-bound solution. Both 
models assume there is volume constancy and the material behaves rigid-plastic. Further no 
temperature effects are considered, however in both models the local strainrate is included 
to determine the flow stress. 

3.1. Avitzurs upper-hound solution 

A vitzur assumes in his solution a deformation zone where the velocity vector of the metal 
flow is directed toward the cone apex of the dead metal zone [19,20], see figure 14. This 
involves a tangential velocity discontinuity at the entrance and exit of this zone . 

• ~ead me~tal ~~ 
rb 

Figure 14. Admissible velocity field according to Avitzur. 

The change in velocity at the discontinuity surfaces r I and r 2 are respectively: 
vr\ = v"sin(e) and vr~ = Vo sin (e) (1) 

Preserving volume constancy the velocity field in the deformation zone can be written as: 

vr and 
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v = 0 e 
(2) 
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With the assumed velocity field it is possible to determine the strains and the power needed 
for steady state extrusion. For the derivation of the equations describing the A vitzur model 
the reader is referred to appendix B. The parameter used for optimising this upper-bound 
solution is the dead metal zone angle ex. The selected value for ex is achieved when the 
extrusion energy has its minimal value. The model is implemented in two computer 
programs: one to solve equation (5) for its optimum value and one to determine the grid 
distortion. Examples of grid distortions for forward and backward extrusion are shown in 
figure 15. 

Figure 15. Grid distortions according to Avitzurs upper-bound solution for forward 
extrusion (top: area reduction of 89%) and backward extrusion (bottom: area reduction 
95%). 
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3.2. Streamline upper-bound solution. 

The upper -bound solution as proposed by Avitzur has as disadvantage, that it assumes two 
velocity discontinuities at the entrance and exit of the deformation zone. Also, the surface 
of the dead metal zone is presumed to be conically shaped, while in practice it can be 
observed that this surface is curved. For these reasons Yang et a1 proposed a solution 
based on streamlines [21]. The streamline model has a smooth transition of deformation at 
the plastic boundaries and describes the dead metal-deformation zone interface as a third 
order polynomial (figure 16). Further it has the advantage that it is possible to change the 
shape of the deformation entrance and exit boundary. 

Figure 16. Kinematically admissible velocity field, with arbitrary shaped boundaries 
according to streamline model. 

A detailed description of the streamline solution the reader can find in appendix B, here 
only resulting equations for the velocity field are presented: 

v = -1. d41 a" and V
z 

1. d41 a" (3) 
T rdTlaz r" ar 

where '11 represents a continuous function to define a streamline, r a third order polynomial 
streamline and f/> the stream function. 

Solving the streamline upper-bound model is much more complex than solving the Avitzur 
upper-bound model. All together there are seven parameters which have to be optimized in 
order minimise the extrusion energy. Because this would take too much computational time 
a different approach is chosen. The values for the six parameters determining the shape of 
the boundaries are chosen thus, that they resemble as best as possible the in experiments 
measured boundaries (see section 3.4 and appendix D). While for the length of the dead 
metal zone (L) the optimum value is taken, so that the extrusion energy is minimised. 
Figure 17 shows examples of grid distortions thus obtained. 
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Figure 17. Grid distortions according to streamline upper-bound solution for forward 
extrusion (top, area reduction 89%) and backward extrusion (bottom, area reduction 95%). 

3.3. Extrusion experiments 

In order to validate both upper-bound models, axisymmetric forward and backward 
extrusion experiments are made on rapidly solidified aluminium. Forward extrusion is 
performed with two different dies (area reduction of 89% and 96%), while backward 
extrusion was performed with one die (area reduction of 95%). Prior to extrusion, the 
billets are machined in two along the longitudinal axis, thus resulting in two halfs. One of 
these halfs is provided with an photoetched grid of approximately 0.2 mm depth. The 
initial billet diameter and length are 29 mm and 50 mm, respectively. The inner diameter 
of the extrusion container is 30 mm. Consequently at the beginning of the extrusion the 
billets are compressed until they reach a diameter of 30 mm. MoS2 spray is utilised as 
lubricant in the experiment. The material applied for the extrusion was 
A18Si3Cu2ZnlFelMg (appendix A), because the A120Si5Fe2Ni alloy is only available in 
rods which are too small for efficient machining of half billets. The ram speed is 
approximately 2 mmls for forward extrusion and approximately 1 mmls for backward 
extrusion. The initial billet temperature used for extruding this material is 420°C. 
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Upsetting tests performed on this material at 420°C reveal that its stress-strain relationship 
can be well approximated with the equation: 

. N 
(J = 50 i 0.125 [--] 
I mm 2 

(4) 

Figure 18 shows experimental results of the forward and backward extrusion experiments. 
More data and photographs of these experiments are presented in appendix C and D. 

Figure 18. Left: forward extrusion, area reduction 89%; Middle: forward extrusion, area 
reduction 96%; Right: backward extrusion, area reduction 95%. 

Because both models assume incompressibility it is necessary to check if this condition is 
satisfied for flakes. Therefore flakes are compressed to a billet, whereby the pressure is 
kept just below the peak pressure that is needed to start extrusion of the flakes. Thus a 
billet is fabricated with a density of more than 99%. Subsequently two of these billets are 
machined into two half billets and again one of the half-billets is provided with a 
photoetched grid. Next, the two half-billets are placed together and partly extruded. The 
same experiment is performed on already extruded rod from the same flake material. 
Figure 19 shows both distorted grids. Although there are some differences in the 
deformation zone, the distorted grids of the extruded rods have almost the similar end 
displacements. It must be pointed out, that the differences in the deformation grid are 
partly caused by differences in the placement of the grid on the billets. These errors are 
magnified 25 times at the end of the deformation zone, due to the reduction in area. From 
this experiment it is concluded that it reasonably may be assumed, that when flakes are 
extruded they behave already as a fully dense material when they reach the extrusion 
deformation zone. 

Experiments are also performed on model material, in an attempt to measure the 
hydrostatic pressure distribution in extrusion. However. no satisfying results are obtained. 
For more details the reader is referred to appendix C and E. 
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Figure 19. Left: extruded rod; Right :flake material. 

3.4. Discussion 

A preference for one of the upper-bound solutions above the other depends on in how far 
they are able to describe the axisymmetric forward or backward extrusion process. As 
discussed in section 3.1 the A vitzur model has the disadvantage of having a fIxed deforma
tion zone and velocity fIeld, independent of lubricant conditions and material properties. 
The nature of A vitzurs solution further causes discontinuities in the velocity at the 
deformation boundaries. These discrepancies between model and reality are abolished in 
the streamline model. 

Both models will be compared to their ability of predicting the shear and the extrusion 
pressure for changing reduction area. The friction factor m at the inside of the container is 
estimated to be 0.7, while at the dead metal zone the friction factor m is assumed to be 1. 
The stress-strain relationship used is described by equation (4). 

Figure 20 and 21 show the dependence of shear on the dimensionless radial position on the 
extrusion product, for forward and backward extrusion. To make it possible to compare the 
shearing determined in both models with the actual shearing measured in the experiments. 
the shear will be considered as simple shear. This simple shear forms a lower-bound of the 
actual shear [22] and is defmed as: Ih tan(IJ), where {3 is the momentary angle between the 
horizontal and the initial vertical streamlines (see figure 20). It can be seen that compared 
with the experiments, in average the streamline model gives better results than the Avitzur 
model. It must be pointed out, that due to the very large shear at the outside of the 
extrusion product it is impossible to measure the shear strain there. However, it may be 
expected that the shear strain (and the surface increase) is not only affected by the 
reduction in area, as both models assume, but also by the container and dead metal zone 
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friction. Undoubtedly this will lead to an even larger increase of shear strain at the outside 
of the extrusion product, than both models predict. 
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Figure 20. Predicted and measured shear 
strain in backward extrusion, area reduc
tion 95%, rp = 3.3 mm. 

Figure 21. Predicted and measured shear 
strain in forward extrusion, area reduction 
89% and 96%. 

In table 1 the theoretical extrusion pressures are compared with the experimental mean 
values (recordings of the extrusion pressure are shown in appendix C). Again the stream
line model in average gives better results. 

i 

Forward Backward I 

r = 5mm r = 3mm r = 3mm I 
p p p 

A vitzurs upper-bound solution 331 MPa 460 MPa 266 MPa 

Streamline upper-bound solution 426 MPa 529 MPa 440 MPa 

Experimental data (mean value) 416 MPa 486 MPa 486 MPa 

Table 1. Predicted and measured extrusion pressures for forward and backward extrusion. 

From the above-mentioned can be concluded that the streamline upper-bound solution gives 
better results then the A vitzur upper-bound solution. Accordingly in chapter 4 this model 
will used for predicting strain and pressure when extruding. 
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4. CONSOLIDATION BY MEANS OF EXTRUSION 

Object of this chapter is to link the outcome of the previous two chapters, to analyze the 
consolidation process of meltspinned RSP-aluminium with extrusion. In the first section of 
this chapter the results from the different consolidation experiments will be combined. The 
subsequent section will be a further treatment of extrusion, but now specialised in the 
consolidation process. Thus, in the last section directives can be given to acquire proper 
bonding between flakes with extrusion. 

4.1. Linking of bonding mechanisms 

The consolidation experiments reveal that the bond strength is positively influenced by 
shearing. surface increase and slightly by hydrostatic pressure. Also, raising the tempera
ture from 420°C to 470°C further improves the bond strength, though it declines the 
properties of the individual flakes. It can be questioned if the bond strength from the three 
mechanisms can be summed, when shearing and surface increase are combined as in 
extrusion. Recalling Bays theory about the forming of bonds it seems assumable though 
that the mechanisms interact. After all, bonding is achieved when the surface layer is 
fractured due to one of the bonding mechanisms (shearing, surface increase and hydrostatic 
pressure), after which hydrostatic pressure causes the clean metal surface to make contact. 
According to this theory, once the surface layer is totally fractured by one bonding 
mechanism, adding another mechanism will not enlarge the clean metal surface. Ergo, 
theoretically it is to be expected that it is not correct to simply summon the bonding 
mechanisms. The in forming technology well known effective strain is instead a function of 
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Figure 22. Bond strength versus effective strain 
obtained from unconstrained/semi-constrained 
compression (filled marker) and constrained 
compression/shear (open marker) experiments 
on Al20Si5Fe2Ni alloy. 
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surface increase and shear, therefore 
an attempt will be made to link both 
consolidation experiments with the 
effective strain . 

The constrained compression! shear and 
the unconstrained/semi-constrained 
compression experiment with almost 
identical punch pressure are combined 
using the effective strain. Figure 22 
shows the bond strength versus the 
effective strain retrieved from three 
combined experiments. The curves 
support the proposition that the 
effective strain quantifies the bond 
strength. The advantage of the use of 
both consolidation experiments is, that 
the flakes are orientated laminar in the 
specimen. Thus it is possible to test the 
specimen in their weakest direction and 
a lower bound for the bond strength is 
obtained with figure 22. Though it 
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must be pointed out that no experiments have been made with overlapping effective strain. 
Also it must be noticed that the effective strain at a certain position is constant, while the 
bond strength varies at that position for different directions (see the next section). 

4.2. Axisymmetric extrusion of flake material 

The streamline upper-bound model as proposed in chapter 3 can be used to predict punch 
pressure and effective strain as a function of the area reduction. The parameters that 
determine the shape of the deformation zone entrance and exit boundary are chosen the 
same as in the extrusion experiments for an area reduction of 89% and 96%. For the other 
area reductions these parameters are interpolated or extrapolated with respect to rp' The 
other parameters are chosen the same as in the extrusion experiments, except for the dead 
metal zone length the optimum value is chosen that minimizes the extrusion energy. Figure 
23 and 24 show the results thus obtained from the streamline upper-bound model. From the 
steep increase of the effective strain and punch pressure when the area reduction is more 
than 90%, it is to be expected that the bond strength will increase rapidly also, especially 
because according to figure 22 a rapidly incline in bond strength will occur when 
increasing the effective strain in this area. 
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Figure 23. Effect of area reduction on 
effective strain, averaged to volume. 
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Figure 24. Effect of area reduction on 
punch pressure. 

Due to the difference of shear strain (figure 20 and 21) over the cross-section of extruded 
rod, the bond strength will not be uniform in the entire cross-section. Microscopic 
investigations reveal that in the centre of the rod the flakes have hardly undergo shear and 
are orientated almost randomly. But at the outside of the extruded rod the flakes are 
slightly orientated in concentric circles. To quantify the influence of cross-sectional position 
on the bond strength tensile tests are performed. These tests are made comparable with the 
consolidation experiments by using again wheel shaped tensile test specimen. The wheels 
are machined from three different places in the extruded rod resulting in three specimen 
types, as drawn in figure 25. 
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For the experiment two rod radii are applied: 14.6 mm and 9.0 mm, where s=6 mm and 
s=9.7 mm respectively. The material used is an Al20Si5Fe2Ni alloy extruded at 
approximately 450°C. The extrusion container inner diameter is 131.2 mm. Due to the 
orientation of the tensile test specimen type A and B, the effective strain varies over the 
specimen cross-section. Only the specimen made as type C have a uniform effective strain 
at the testing area. Values for the effective strain as calculated with the streamline upper
bound solution are given in table 2. 

Figure 25. Orientation of 
tensile test specimen in rod. 

type A typeB type C 

rp =14.6 mm 3.01-3.28 3.70-3.71 3.28 

rp =9.0 mm 3.97-4.34 4.62-4,67 4.34 

Table 2. Effective strain (variation) in tensile test 
specimen, calculated with streamline upper-bound sol
ution. 

The results from the tensile test are shown in figure 26. They reveal that the bond strength 
is higher as in the consolidation experiments, though they are of the same order. The 
difference in effective strain of type A and B, leads to an increase in bond strength of 2-
10 %. The type C test specimen are tested in the longitudinal direction of the rod, which is 
the same direction as the flake orientation. In this direction the fracture toughness is much 
higher than in the transverse direction, indicating that 100 % bond strength between the 
flakes has not yet been achieved. 

The bond strength of the type A and B specimen is approximately 60 % higher than 
expected according to figure 22. One reason for this is, that the specimen are not tested in 
their weakest direction, as revealed by the SEM examinations of the fracture surfaces in 
appendix F. Another reason can be a higher consolidation temperature than 450°C (due to 
friction and deformation energy in extrusion). 
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Figure 26. Results from tensile tests 
peiformed on extruded rod. 
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4.3. Improvement of flake extrusion 

From the consolidation experiments the importance can be deducted of temperature control 
when extruding. Once the optimum consolidation temperature is found for a certain 
material, it is important to maintain this temperature during extrusion. It has to be noticed 
however, that when the punch speed is kept constant an increase in temperature of 50°C or 
more is not unusual in the deformation zone [23,24]. Therefore it is needed to measure the 
temperature in the extrusion die and container, and use this information as a feedback for 
the punch speed, heating and/or cooling. 

Cross-sectional change in effective strain of an extruded rod implies variation in bond 
strength. Unfortunately this is inherent to the extrusion process and results in lower bond 
strength when moving radial towards the centre of the rod. This shortcoming can be 
abolished when a bridge is placed in the centre of the extrusion die, providing additional 
deformation mainly at the centre of the rod. 

In the tensile tests performed on extruded rod it is found that in the longitudinal direction 
(type C) the bond strength is higher than in the transverse direction (type A and B). The 
reason for this difference is the orientation of the flakes in the extrusion direction. The use 
of a rotating die might solve this problem. As shown by Kalinitchenko et al [25] such a 
rotating die results in a very homogeneous structure. Another extra advantage is that the 
rotation increases the effective strain and thus the bond strength, though this increase in 
effective strain is dependent upon the radial position in the rod. 

A higher friction factor will increase the effective strain, but there are some negative 
effects that have to be noticed when doing so. First, higher friction raises the friction 
energy. what will result in a higher billet temperature. Therefore to maintain the same 
temperature, it will be needed to lower the punch speed. Second, the effective strain 
induced by the friction increases when moving radial from the centre to the outside of the 
rod, as mentioned before this results in varying bond strength over the cross-section. 

The last point of discussion is the difference between forward and backward extrusion. 
Inherent to the backward extrusion process is the lack of relative movement between billet 
and container. This causes the deformation zone to be limited to a small area near the die. 
As can be seen in figure 20 the small deformation zone leads to excessive shear at the 
outside of the rod. However, in forward extrusion the shear at the container wall provides 
further deformation which is not inclosed in the upper-bound solutions. Comparing the 
shear of the experiments of backward (rp=3.3 mm) and forward extrusion (rp=3.0 mm) it 
is reasonable to assume, that the average effective strain is higher for forward extrusion 
when both processes are compared for the same area reduction (for the investigated friction 
situation). Thus forward extrusion has to be preferred above backward extrusion to 
consolidate flakes. 
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s. Conclusion 

1. To obtain bonding between flakes fIrst the surface layer, conslstmg of a flexible 
contaminant film at the top and a brittle oxide layer underneath, has to be fractured. Then 
bonding is achieved when two clean metal surfaces make contact. 
For further investigation it seems worthwhile, to examine the influence of chemical 
treatment and degassing to minimise the contaminant film and make the oxide layer more 
brittle. Staniek et al also reported good results with vacuum extrusion [15]. 

2. In extrusion three different bonding mechanisms are demonstrated to be present: 
~ sliding between flakes, combined with hydrostatic pressure 
~ surface increase of the flakes, combined with hydrostatic pressure 
~ pure hydrostatic pressure. 

The advantage of the proposed consolidation experiments is, that the specimen can be 
tested in their weakest direction. The effective strain in these experiments appears to 
be appropriate to give a lower bound for the bond strength. 

3. Increasing the temperature improves the bond strength, though it must be considered 
that the properties of the individual flakes decline at elevated temperature. 

4. The extrusion experiments reveal that before flakes reach the deformation zone they 
already have more than 99 % density, justifying that also for flake extrusion volume 
constancy is valid. Two upper-bound solutions have been compared with experiments, of 
which the streamline model is found to give a better description of the extrusion process. 
Disadvantage of both models is that they do not include temperature effects nor influence 
of friction on the deformation. Also is it impossible with these models to predict the local 
hydrostatic pressure, but only the average punch pressure. For these shortcomings, a model 
made with a FEM code has to be recommended. 

5. From the streamline upper-bound solution and the extrusion experiments the following 
can be concluded: 

~ From approximately 90% area reduction onwards the effective strain and punch 
pressure increase rapidly, so this range has to be preferred for consolidation; 

~ The effective strain varies with the radial position in a rod, resulting in higher 
bond strength at the outside of the extrusion product; 

~ Difference in bond strength can also be distinguished between the longitudinal 
and the transverse direction of the rods; 

~ According to the extrusion experiments forward extrusion has to be preferred 
above backward extrusion, because the fIrst results in higher effective strain for 
the same area reduction (in case of the investigated friction situation). Though it 
has to be noticed, that for backward extrusion the needed punch pressure is 
lower and thus higher larger area reductions are possible for the same press 
load. 
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Appendix A Properties of the Al20SiSFe2Ni and Al8Si3Cu2ZnlFelMg alloy 

In this appendix some properties of the used RSP-aluminium will be presented, which are 
relevant to the experiments. 

Two different types of alloys have been applied in the experiments. The composition of 
each alloy is given in table 3. 

composition in wt% 

Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Ni Zn 

Al20Si5Fe2Ni 19.4 4.6 0.43 0.08 0.16 2.1 -

AI8Si3Cu2ZnIFelMg 7.51 1.0 2.97 0.45 1.0 0.18 2.02 

Table 3. Composition of the alloys. 

As shown in chapter 2, better bond strength is obtained when the consolidation is 
performed at elevated temperature. But increasing the temperature also causes an increase 
of the diffusion rate inside the highly saturated rapidly solidified alloy. This leads to a 
decrease of the mechanical properties of the flake material. The influence of both 
consolidation temperatures of 420°C and 470°C and heating duration time, is determined 
by measuring the Vickers hardness of flake materiaL The results are shown in figure 27. 
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Figure 27. Dependence of hardness on temperature and heating time. 

For both temperatures the hardness declines fast the first 15 minutes at elevated 
temperature, but almost stabilizes afterwards. Further, as expected, at 470°C the hardness 
declines more than at 420°C. The effect that both temperatures have on the microstructure 
after two hours annealing, is shown in figure 28. It clearly shows the coarsening of the 
microstructure. 
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Figure 28. Microstructure oj not annealed (left) and annealed jor 2 hours at 420°C 
(middle) and 470°c (right), material: A120Si5Fe2Ni. 

For both upper-bound solutions it is needed to know the stress-strain relationship of the 
A18Si3Cu2ZnlFelMg alloy, to validate the models with the experiments. Therefore a 
compression experiment is performed at two different initial strain rates. The thus obtained 
stress-strain curves are shown in figure 29. From this figure the yield criterion for the 
A18Si3Cu2ZnlFelMg alloy is deducted to be 

Of = 50~O.12S [MPa] (5) 

In order to use the streamline upper-bound model for predicting the extrusion of 
Al20Si5Fe2Ni the stress-strain curve of this material has to be known. For this, the stress
strain rate curves from figure 30 are used, of an almost identical A118SiSFe2Ni alloy. 
From this figure the yield criterion at 420°C is fitted to be 

Of = 186~0.201 [MPa] 

--50 
~ .. ~O.3094 [5"1 

'" '" l!: 40 ., 
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Figure 29. Results from upsetting tests on 
Al8Si3Cu2ZnlFelMg at 420°C (initial 
strain rate). 
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Figure 30. Results from tensile tests on 
A118Si5Fe2Ni [26]. 
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Appendix B Upper-bound solutions for axisymmetric extrusion 

Bl. Introduction. 

The axisymmetric extrusion process has been analyzed many times in the forming technol
ogy. Therefore in the literature numerous articles can be found dealing with upper-bound 
solutions about this subject. In more recent years the development of computer hardware 
and software opened the possibility to make models of extrusion with Finite Elements 
Method codes. These programs are much more sophisticated than the upper-bound 
solutions. But when the reduction in area, of the extrusion is large the FEM-model 
becomes very complex and consequently takes up much time. For obtaining strong bonding 
between flakes at least a reduction in area of approximately 90 % is needed, leading to a 
complicated FEM-model. Because this would be out of reach of this work the traditional 
upper-bound approach is used. In both models the material is assumed to be rigid-plastic 
and to obey Von Mises flow law. Further no temperature effects are considered, however 
in both models the local strain rate is included to determine the flow stress. 

B2. A vitzurs upper-bound solution 

The well known upper-bound solution proposed by Avitzur [19,20] assumes a velocity field 
in the deformation zone were the velocity is directed toward the apex of the dead metal 
cone, with cylindrical symmetry (figure 14). The deformation zone is limited by the dead 
metal zone and two spherical surfaces r 1 and r 2' 

Figure 14. Admissible velocity field according to Avitzur. 

In the deformation zone the velocity components are (based on volume constancy): 
2 

'1 v, = vj cos(6)-
r2 

and 
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Because outside the deformation zone the velocity is parallel to the extrusion axis, there has 
to be a velocity discontinuity parallel to r 1 and r 2 of the following magnitudes: 
vr = v.sin (e) and vr = vosin(e) (8) 

1 J- 2 

With the velocity field it is possible to determine the strains in the deformation zone: 

o av, 
E =-" a, 
olav, 
E: =-

ra 2, ae 

(9) 

Applying equation (9) to the assumed velocity field in the deformation zone of equation (7) 
results in : 2 

'2 e = -2e = -2e = -2v! cos (e) o-

rr ee 1111 ,3 

4 cos2 (e) + 1. sin2 (e) 
3 

Then, the effective strain in the deformation zone is 

- fT e ~ 1 '1 E:D = 2 d, = 4 + -tan2 (e) -In-
rI Vr 3 '2 

At the discontinuity surfaces the effective strain is: 
- 1 
E = E = tan (e) 

r 1 r2 .f3 

Thus, with r1/rz=r/rb, the equation for the total strain is obtained: 

"£ = 14 + !tan2 (e) -In rb + ~tan(e) 
m ~ 3 ~.f3 

The deformation power for volume V can be written as: 

PD = Iv o;~dV 
While the power dissipated by friction is: 

P = rna! f IvidS 
fr .f3 Sir I' 

where v is the velocity axial to the friction surface Sfr-

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

When L is assumed to be extrusion container length, then from equations (15) and (16) the 
equation for the total dimensionless power is obtained after integration 
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rb 2 2m rb P* = 2f(a;)In- + -g(a;) + -cot(a;)In-
rp {3 {3 rp 

where 

I(a;) = 1 [1 - cos(a;) 
sin2(a;) 

1 11 ' 2() - -sm a; + 
12 

+ 
1 + ~ 11 

1 In 12] 
Vll '12 ~~=1=1----~====11==== 

() 1 '2() -cos a; + - -sm a; 
12 12 

and 

g(a;) = [ a; - cot(a;)] 
sin2(a;) 

(17) 

In order to solve the A vitzur model for a material of which the flow stress can be 
described as 

(18) 

the model is implemented in a computer program. The listing of the turbo pascal program 
is shown below. The input parameters of the program are: 
rb: radius billet [mm] 
rp: radius product [mm] 
alpha: dead metal zone angle H 
a: flow law constant [Ns/mm2] 
b: flow law constant [-] 
m: friction factor at dead metal zone [-] 
Il1e: friction factor at container wall [-] 
V: punch speed [mm/s] 
Ie: container wall length [mm] 
0: number of streamlines [-] 
p: number of elements on a streamline [-] 

program Avitzur; 
(* Programfor numerical solutions of Avitzur upper-bound model 

for axisymmetric extrusion 
(* Serge Jaspers 
{$N+} 

var 

*) 
*) 

rb,rp,n,nl, Q,Qg, Vf,str,c,d. vol.a,aipha,strl,str2,strg,strk,strgem,theta, V, e2,el,erq,e, de,s,m,mc 
, W, Wfl, llT2. Wtot,opp,ic,Qt, Qta,Qga :extended; 
i,j,o,p :integer; 
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begin 
rb:=15; 
rp:=5; 
alpha: =40; 
a: =50; 
b:=0.125; 
m:=I; 
mc:=0.7 
V:=I; 
Ie: =50; 
0:=1000; 
p: = 1000; 
e2:= O,'el : =O;Q:=O;Qg:=O; W: =0; Wfl: =0; Wf2: =0; 
vol: = O;Qt: =O;Qga: =0; 

for i: = 0 to 0 do 
begin 

c: =alpha*2*4*arctan(1 )/360; 
n:=i*C!(o+ 1.0); 
nl:= (i+ 1. 0) *c!(o+ 1.0); 
theta: = (n+nl)/2; 
writein(,caiculating i= ',i,' of ',0); 
str1:=rb/(sin(c»; 
str2:=rp/(sin(c»; 
Qt:=O;Qta:=O; 

for j:=O to p do 
begin 

Q:=O; 
strg:=str1-j*(strl-str2)/(p+ 1.0); 
strk: =str1-(;+ 1. 0) * (str1-str2)/(p + 1.0); 
opp: = alpha/(360* (0 + 1. 0»*2*4*arctan (1) * 

(sqr(strg)-sqr(strk»; 
strgem: = (strg + strk)/2,' 
VI' = V*sqr(rb)/(sqr(rp»,' 
erq: = 1/(2) * (sin (theta)!cos (theta» * 

in (strg /strk),' 
e:=sqrt(4 + 1/(3)*sqr( sin (theta)/ 

cos (theta) ))*In(strg/strk); 
de: = VJ*sqr(str2)/(sqr(strgem)*strgem) * 

sqrt( 4*sqr(cos(theta» + 1/(3)* 
sqr( sin (theta»); 

if j=O then el : = 1I(sqrt(2»*sin(theta)/ 
(cos (theta»; 

ifj=p then e2:=1/(sqrt(2»*sin(theta)/ 
(cos (theta»; 

Q:=e+e1 +e2; 
Qt:=Qt+Q; 
Qta:=Qta+erq+el +e2; 
s:=a*exp(b*(ln(de»); 
w..= W + Q*s*VJ*cos(theta)*sqr(str2)/ 

(*radius billet*) 
(*radius product*) 

(*dead metal zone angle*) 

(*solving streamline i*) 

(*radius r J *) 
(*radius r2*) 

(*largest radius element*) 
(*smallest radius element*) 

(*surjace element*) 

(*average radius element*) 
(*veiocity of extrusion product*) 

(*shear strain element*) 

(*effective deformation strain element*) 

(*effective strain rate element*) 

(*effective strain r 1 *) 

(*effective strain r 2 *) 
(*effective strain element*) 

(*yield criterion*) 
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(sqr(strk))*sqr(strk) * (c/(o + 1.0))* 
2*4*arctan(l)*sin((n+n1)/2); (*deformation power element*) 

ifi=o then Wj2:= Wj2 + s/(sqrt(3))*Vj'*cos(c)* 
sqr(str2)/ (sqr(strgem)) * (strg-strk) * 
2*4*arctan(1)*strgem*sin(c); (*die friction power*) 

end; 

vol:=vol+opp; 
ifj=p then 

Qg:=Qg+Qt*( (2*i+ 1) *sqr(RJlo) *4*arctan(1); 
ifj=p then 

Qga: =Qga+ Qta*( (2*i+ 1) *sqr(RJlo) *4*arctan(1); 
e1:=0; 
e2:=0; 

end; 

Wf1 : = s/(sqrt (3)) *mc*(lc- ((rb-rp)*cos(c)/ 
(sin(c)) ))*2*4*arctan(l)*rb*V; 

Wtot: = W+ Wf1 + Wj2; 
writeln('W= " W:8:4, ' Nmm '); 
writeln('Wf1 = " Wf1 :8:4, ' Nmm '); 
writeln('Wj2= " Wj2:8:4,' Nmm'); 
writeln('Wtot=', Wtot:8:4); 
writeln('die force = " Wtot/(9800*V):8:4, , ton '); (*die force*) 
writeln('average effective strain = ',Qg/(4*arctan(l)*sqr(Rf)):8:4); 
writeln('average shear strain = ',Qga/(4*arctan(l)*sqr(Rf)):8:4); 
readln 
end. 

B3. Streamline upper-hound solution 

(*container friction power*) 
(*extrusion power*) 

The streamline upper-bound model [21] uses third order polynomial streamlines to express 
the velocity field in the deformation zone (figure 16). The advantage of this velocity field 
is, that at the boundaries of the deformation zone r I and r 2 the slope of the streamline is 
zero. This results in a smooth transition of the velocity at the boundaries, so there are no 
velocity discontinuities, as in the A vitzur model. Further it is possible with the streamline 
model to use arbitrarily chosen continuous functions for the deformation zone boundaries, 
making it possible to include the effect of lubrication and material properties on the 
deformation zone (that is to use the experimental shape of the deformation zone). 

The deformation zone boundaries are described by arbitrary functions f\(71) and f2(71). The 
streamline variable 71 has a constant value for each streamline, thus defining that 
streamline. In order to satisfy the demand that the slope of the streamline is zero at the 
boundaries a third order polynomial is chosen for the streamlines: 

(19) 
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r~ 

Figure 16. Kinematically admissible velocity field with arbitrary shaped boundaries 
according to streamline model. 

Integrating equation (16) with respect to z results in: 

_ _ C1 3 C1 z 
r - r(11,Z) - -Z - -z (ft + Iz) + C1Z/llz + Cz 3 2 

(20) 

From continuity at the boundaries it follows that r=1/rb at z=f1(1/), and r=1/rp at z=f2(1/). 
With these boundary conditions it is possible to determine the constants C1 and C2, leaving 
the function for an arbitrary streamline: 

where; 

rb 
FI(Tt) = --!:..-~ 

(ft. - 1z)3 

F2(TJ) = 3lift. - f:. 
F3(TJ) = 11 + Iz 
F4(11) = ft./l 

The surface of the dead metal zone is described by the streamline with 1/ = 1. 

Assuming that the material satisfies incompressibility, it is needed that 

1 a aVt --(rv) + - = 0 
r ar r az 

(21) 

(22) 

Taken into consideration that for a streamline 1/(r,z) = constant, differentiation along a 
streamline results in 
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aT) dr + aT) dz = 0 
ar az 

Using that a streamline is defmed as a continuous function, it follows that 

dr 

dz 

(23) 

(24) 

Combining equations (21), (22), (23) and (24) results in expressions for the velocity 
vectors: 

_ 1 d<jJ a'l') 
v - ----

r r d'l') az 
and 

_ 1 d<jJ OT) 
v ----

Z r dT) Or 

where <p represents the stream function and 

aT) = __ 1_ 
ar G(T),z) 

aT) = H('I'),z) 
az G(11,Z) 

Expressions for G(q,z) and H(q,z) are obtained from equations (21) and (23): 

G(T),z) = F1('I'))[2z 3 - 3z2F3(TJ) + 6zF4(TJ)] + 

+ 'l')F[('I')[2z3 - 3z 2 F3 (TJ) + 6zF4(TJ)] + 

+ TJF1(TJ)[ - 3z2F;(TJ) + 6zF;(TJ)] + rp -

- F1('I')F2(TJ) - TJF[(TJ)F2(TJ) - TJF1(TJ)F;(TJ) 

H('I'),z) = - 6TJF1(TJ)[Z2 - zF3 (TJ) + F4(TJ)] 

As functions for the boundaries f1(11) and f2(11) fourth order polynomials will be chosen 

!t(11) Xo'l')4 + Xl 11 3 + x2 TJ2 - (xo + Xl + x2 - rbL) 

!z(11) X3114 + X4 '1')3 + XsTJ 2 
- (X3 + X4 + Xs) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

From the derived velocity field the strains and extrusion energy can be determined using 
equations (9), (15) and (16). While the effective strain at the exit of the deformation zone 
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for a certain streamline is: 

(29) 

Solving of the streamline upper-bound model is much more complex than solving of the 
Avitzur upper-bound modeL All together there are seven parameters (Xo, x!> .... , xs,L) 
which have to be optimized in order minimise the extrusion energy. To be able to solve the 
streamline model for a certain parameter setting, this model is also implemented in a 
computer program. The listing of the turbo pascal program is shown below. The input 
parameters of the program are: 
Xo •• Xs: optimisation parameters defining r 1 and r2 H 
rb: radius billet [mm] 
rp: radius product [mm] 
a: flow law constant [N s/mm2] 
b: flow law constant [-] 
m: friction factor at dead metal zone [-] 
llle: friction factor at container wall [-] 
V: punch speed [mm/s] 
1: dead metal zone length [mm] 
Ie: container wall length [mm] 
0: number of streamlines [-] 
p: number of elements on a streamline [-] 

program streamline; 
(* Program for numerical solutions of streamline upper-bound model 

for axisymmetric extrusion 
(* Serge Jaspers 
{$N+} 

var 

*) 
*) 

fl,j2, GF1, GF2, GF3, GF4, G,H, VR, VZ. V, GF 1 a, GF2a, GF3a, GF4a,fl a,j2a,xO,xl ,x2.x3,x4,x5, I, 
rb,rp,r,z,n,Err,Eqq,Ezz, Q.Ezr, Qt,dQ,Qg, Wi, Wfl, Wj2, w,s,m,rx,zx,fly,j2y,GFly,GF2y,GF3y, 
GF4y, GFlay, GF2ay, GF3ay, GF4ay,flay,j2ay,ry,zy, opp, ny, rxy.zxy,nxy. ds,dzdr,dze,dre,dzd,drd, 
rg,Ps, vol, YO, a, rbb, dErr, dEqq, dEzz, dEzr, dErre, dEqqe, dEzze, dEzre, dErrd, b, ra, dEqqd, dEzzd, 
dEzrd,dt, GX,Hx, VRx, VZx,Gy,Hy, Gxy,Hxy, VRy, VZy, VRxy, VZxy,re,rd, VRe, VZc, VRd, VZd,na,nb, 
flb,j2b,ne,GFlb,GF2b,GF3b,GF4b,fle,j2e,GFle,GF2e,GF3c,GF4c,Gc,Hc,flca,j2ca,GFlcA, 
GF2eA, GF3eA, GF4cA, Ie, Gd, Hd, eorr, corre, VRw, VZw, VRxw, VZtw, VRyw, VZyw, VRxyw, VZxyw, 
VRcw, VZcw, VRdw, VZdw, Vw, Vwg, Qta, Qtap, Qga, Qgap,nd,ne, re,zd,ze, VRe, VRew, 
VZe, VZew :extended; 
i,j,o,p :integer; 

begin 
xO:=O; 
xl:=O; 
x2:=-1; 
x3:=O; 
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x4:=0; 
x5:=2; 
1:=25; 
rp:=6.85; 
rb:=12.5; 
lc:=50; 
VO:=i; 
m:=0.3 ; 
a: =50; 
b:=0.i25; 

(*die length*) 
(*radius product*) 

(*radius billet*) 
(* billet length*) 

0:=1000; (*number of streamlines*) 
p:=10oo; (*number of elements on a streamline*) 
Wi: =0; Wf1: = 0; W: =O;Ps: =O;opp: = 0; vol: = O;Qt: =O;Qg: = 0; 
Qta: = O;Qtap: = 0; Qga: = 0; Qgap: =0; 

for i:=l to 0 do 
begin 

(*solving of streamline n*) 

n:= iI(o + i); 
f1: =xO*sqr(n) *sqr(n) + xl *sqr(n)*n + x2*sqr(n)-(xO+xl + x2-1); 
f2:=x3*sqr(n)*sqr(n) +x4*sqr(n) *n+x5*sqr(n)-(x3 +x4+x5); 
GF1:=(rp-rb) / ((sqr(f1-j2)*(f1-j2»); 
GF2:= (3*f1 *sqr(f2»-(sqr(f2) *12); 
GF3:=f1 +12; 
GF4:=f1*f2; 

f1a:=4*xO*sqr(n)*n + 3*xl*sqr(n) + 2*x2*n; 
f2a:=4*x3*sqr(n)*n + 3*x4*sqr(n) + 2*x5*n; 

GFla:= (rp-rb) * -3*exp(-4*ln(abs(fl-j2») * (fla - f2a); 
GF2a:=3*(fla*sqr(f2) + f1*2*f2*f2a) - 3*sqr(f2)*f2a; 
GF3a:=fla+/Za; 
GF4a:=fl*/Za + fla*f2; 

(*f1 =function of r I *) 
(*f2=function ofr2*) 

(*derivate of fi to n*) 

ny:=(i + i)/(o + 1); (*soiving streamline n+l*) 
fly: =xO*sqr(ny)*sqr(ny) +xl*sqr(ny)*ny+x2*sqr(ny)-(xO+xi +x2-1); 
/zy:=x3*sqr(ny)*sqr(ny)+x4*sqr(ny)*ny+x5*sqr(ny)-(x3+x4+x5); 
GFly:=(rp-rb) / ((sqr(f1y-j2y)*(f1y-j2y))); 
GF2y:= (3*fly*sqr(f2y»)-(sqr(f2y)*/zy); 
GF3y:=fly+/zy; 
GF4y:=fly*/zy; 

f1ay:=4*xO*sqr(ny)*ny + 3*xi*sqr(ny) + 2*x2*ny; 
/Zay:=4*x3*sqr(ny)*ny + 3*x4*sqr(ny) + 2*x5*ny; 

GF1Ay:= (rb-rp) * -3*exp(-4*ln(abs(fJy-j2y») * (fJay - /Zay); 
GF2Ay:=3*(flay*sqr(f2y) + fly*2*/zy*/zay) - 3*sqr(f2y)*/Zay; 
GF3Ay:=flay+/Zay; 
GF4Ay:=fly*f2ay + flay*/zy; 
writeln('calculating i= ',i, ' of ',0); 
Qt:=O; (*total effective strain streamline n*) 
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Qta:=O; 
Qtap:=O; 
corrc:=1; 

for j:= 0 to p do 
begin 

z:=f1 + (j+ 1) * (f211)1(P + 1); 
r: = (n*GF1 * ( 2*sqr(z) *z-3*sqr(z) *GF3 +6*z*GF4» + 

(*solving element on streamline*) 

(n*rp) - (n*GF1*GF2); (*Z,r: coordinates lower left point element*) 
G:= GF1*(2*sqr(z)*z - 3*sqr(z)*GF3 + 6*z*GF4) + 

n*GF1A * (2*sqr(z) *z - 3*sqr(z)*GF3 + 6*z*GF4) + 
n*GF1 *(- 3*sqr(z)*GF3A + 6*z*GF4A) + rp
GF1*GF2 - n*GF1A*GF2 - n*GF1*GF2A; 

H: = -6*n*GF1 * (sqr(z)-z*GF3 + GF4 ); 
VR:= (1Ir)*(n*VO*sqr(rb»*HIG; 
VZ: = (lIr)*(n*VO*sqr(rb» * lIG; 
V:=sqrt (sqr(Vr) + sqr(Vz»; 

(*speed in r direction*) 
(*speed in z direction*) 

zx:=f1 + (j ) * (f211)1(P + 1); 
rx:=(n*GF1 * (2*sqr(zx)*zx-3*sqr(zx)*GF3+6*zx*GF4» + 

(n*rp) - (n*GF1*GF2); (*zx,rx: coordinates lower right point element*) 
Gx:=GF1*(2*sqr(zx)*zx - 3*sqr(zx)*GF3 + 6*zx*GF4) + 

n*GFIA* (2*sqr(zx)*zx - 3*sqr(zx)*GF3 + 6*zx*GF4) + 
n*GF1 *(- 3*sqr(zx)*GF3A + 6*zx*GF4A) + rp
GF1*GF2 - n*GF1A*GF2 - n*GF1*GF2A; 

Hx:= -6*n*GF1* (sqr(zx)-zx*GF3+GF4); 
VRx:= (llrx) *(n*VO*sqr(rb»*HxIGx; 
VZx:= (llrx) * (n*VO*sqr(rb» * lIGx; 

zy:=f1y+(j+ 1) * (f2y11y)l(p + 1); 
ry:= (ny*GF1y *(2*sqr(zy)*zy-3*sqr(zy)*GF3y+6*zy*GF4y» + (ny*rp) -

(ny*GF1y*GF2y); (*zy,ry: coordinates upper left point element*) 
Gy: = GF1y*(2*sqr(zy)*zy - 3*sqr(zy)*GF3y + 6*zy*GF4y) + 

ny*GF1Ay*(2*sqr(zy)*zy - 3*sqr(zy)*GF3y + 6*zy*GF4y) + 
ny*GF1y *(- 3*sqr(zy)*GF3Ay + 6*zy*GF4Ay) + rp -
GF1y*GF2y - ny*GF1Ay*GF2y - ny*GF1y*GF2Ay; 

Hy:= -6*ny*GF1y* (sqr(zy)-zy*GF3y+GF4y); 
VRy:= (llry)*(ny*VO*sqr(rb»*HyIGy; 
VZy:= (1lry) * (ny* VO*sqr(rb» * 11Gy; 

zxy:=f1y+(j )*(f2y11y)l(p + 1); 
rxy:=(ny*GF1y*(2*sqr(zxy)*zxy-3*sqr(zxy)*GF3y+6*zxy*GF4y» + (ny*rp)-

(ny*GF1y*GF2y); (*zxy,rxy: coordinates upper right point element*) 
Gxy: = GF1y*(2*sqr(zxy)*zxy - 3*sqr(zxy)*GF3y + 6*zxy*GF4y) + 

ny*GFIAy*(2*sqr(zxy)*zxy - 3*sqr(zxy)*GF3y + 6*zxy*GF4y) + 
ny*GF1y *(- 3*sqr(zxy)*GF3Ay + 6*zxy*GF4Ay) + rp -
GF1y*GF2y - ny*GF1Ay*GF2y - ny*GF1y*GF2Ay; 

Hxy:= -6*ny*GF1y* (sqr(zxy)-zxy*GF3y+GF4y); 
VRxy: = (1 Irxy)*(ny*VO*sqr(rb» *HxyIGxy; 
\tZxy: = (1 Irxy) * (ny *VO*sqr (rb» * lIGxy; 
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ds: = (sqrt(sqr(zx-z) + sqr(rx - r)) + sqrt(sqr(zxy - zy) + 
sqr(rxy - ry)))12; (*length streamline within element*) 

dzdr:=abs(0.5*( (zx-z)* (ry-r) - (rx-r) * (zy-z) )) + 
abs( 0.5*( (zxy-zy)*(rxy-rx) - (rxy-ry) * (zxy-zx) )),' 

(*dzdr = element surface*) 
ifj=O then (*vol: volume flow through element*) 

vol: = VO*(rxy-rx) *2*4*arctan(1) * ((rxy + rx)12); 

Vw:=voll( (ry-r) *2*4*arctan (1) * ((r + ry)12) ); 
corr:= VwIVz; 
VRw:=corr*VR; 
VZw: = corr*VZ; 
VRxw:=corrc*VRx; 
VZtw: = corrc*VZx; 
VRyw:=corr*VRy; 
VZyw:=corr*VZy; 
VRxyw: =corrc*VRxy; 
VZxyw: = corrc* VZxy; 

(*zc,rc: coordinates point c in centre of element*) 
nc: = (n + ny)12; 
flc: =xO*sqr(nc)*sqr(nc) +xl *sqr(nc) *nc+x2*sqr(nc)-(xO+x 1 +x2-1); 

. f2c: =x3*sqr(nc)*sqr(nc) + x4*sqr(nc)*nc+ x5*sqr(nc)-(x3 + x4 + x5); 
GFlc:=(rp-rb) I ((sqr(flc-f2c)*(flc-f2c))); 
GF2c:=(3*flc*sqr(f2c))-(sqr(f2c)*f2c); 
GF3c:=flc+f2c; 
GF4c:=flc*f2c; 
flca:=4*xO*sqr(nc)*nc + 3*xl*sqr(nc) + 2*x2*nc; 
f2ca:=4*x3*sqr(nc)*nc + 3*x4*sqr(nc) + 2*x5*nc; 
GFlcA:=(rp-rb) * -3*exp(-4*ln(abs(flc-f2c))) * (fica - f2ca); 
GF2cA:=3*(flca*sqr(f2c) + flc*2*f2c*f2ca) - 3*sqr(f2c)*f2ca; 
GF3cA:=flca+f2ca; 
GF4cA:=flc*f2ca + flca*f2c; 
zc:= (z+zx+zy+zxy)14; 
rc:=(nc*GFlc * (2*sqr(zc)*zc-3*sqr(zc)*GF3c+6*zc*GF4c)) + 

(nc*rp) - (nc*GFlc*GF2c); 
Gc:= GFlc*(2*sqr(zc)*zc- 3*sqr(zc)*GF3c + 6*zc*GF4c) + 

nc*GFlcA*(2*sqr(zc)*zc- 3*sqr(zc)*GF3c + 6*zc*GF4c) + 
nc*GFlc *(- 3*sqr(zc)*GF3cA + 6*zc*GF4cA) + rp
GFlc*GF2c - nc*GFlcA*GF2c - nc*GFlc*GF2cA; 

Hc:= -6*nc*GFlc* (sqr(zc)-zc*GF3c+GF4c ),' 
VRc: = (llrc) * (nc*VO*sqr(rb)) *Hc!Gc; 
VZc:= (lIrc) * (nc*VO*sqr(rb))*1 ICc; 
VRcw:=((corr+corrc)12)*Vrc; 
VZcw:=((corr+corrc)12)*VZc; 

(*ze,re: coordinates point e, dr above point c*) 
ne: =nc+ ((ny-n)lo); 
fl c: =xO*sqr(ne)*sqr(ne) + xl *sqr(ne)*ne+ x2*sqr(ne)-(xO+ xl + x2-1); 
f2c: =x3 *sqr (ne) *sqr(ne) +x4*sqr(ne)*ne+ x5*sqr(ne)-(x3 + x4+ x5); 
GFl c:= (rp-rb) I ((sqr(fl c-f2c)* (fl c-f2c))); 
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GF2e: = (3*f1 c*sqr(f2e))-(sqr(f2e)*j2e); 
GF3e:=fle+j2e; 
GF4c: =fl e*j2e; 
flea:=4*xO*sqr(ne)*ne + 3*xl*sqr(ne) + 2*x2*ne; 
j2ea:=4*x3*sqr(ne)*ne + 3*x4*sqr(ne) + 2*x5*ne; 
GFleA:= (rp-rb) * -3*exp(-4*ln(abs(jle-j2e))) * (jlea - j2ea); 
GF2eA:=3*(jlea*sqr(f2c) + flc*2*j2e*j2ea) - 3*sqr(f2e)*j2ea; 
GF3cA:=flea+j2ca; 
GF4cA:=fle*j2ca + flca*j2e; 
re:= (ne*GF1c * (2*sqr(ze)*ze-3*sqr(ze)*GF3e+6*zc*GF4c)) + 

(ne*rp) - (ne*GF1e*GF2e); 
Ge:= GFlc*(2*sqr(zc)*zc - 3*sqr(zc)*GF3e + 6*zc*GF4c) + 

ne*GFlcA*(2*sqr(zc)*zc - 3*sqr(zc)*GF3c + 6*zc*GF4c) + 
ne*GF1e *(- 3*sqr(zc)*GF3eA + 6*ze*GF4cA) + rp-
GF1 e*GF2e - ne*GFl eA *GF2c - ne*GFl c*GF2cA; 

Hc:= -6*ne*GF1c* (sqr(ze)-zc*GF3c+GF4e); 
VRe:= (lire) *(ne*VO*sqr(rb)) *HcIGc; 
VZe: = (lire) * (ne*VO*sqr(rb)) * IIGc; 
VRew:= ((corr+corrc)12)*VRe; 
VZew: = ((corr+corrc)I2)*VZe; 

(*zd,rd: coordinates point d, dz left to point c*) 
na:=nc; 
nb:=ne; 
repeat nb:=nb+(ny-n)lo; 
fIb: =xO*sqr(nb) *sqr(nb) +xl*sqr(nb)*nb +x2*sqr(nb)-(xO+x1 +x2-1); 
j2b:=x3*sqr(nb)*sqr(nb) +x4*sqr(nb) *nb +x5*sqr(nb)-(x3 +x4 + x5); 
GF1b:= (rp-rb) 1 ((sqr(jlb-j2b)*(jlb-j2b))); 
GF2b: = (3*flb *sqr(f2b»-(sqr(f2b) *j2b); 
GF3b:=f1b+j2b,' 
GF4b:=flb*j2b; 
zd:=zc-((zx-z)Ip); 
rbb:=(nb*GFlb * (2*sqr(zd)*zd-3*sqr(zd)*GF3b+6*zd*GF4b») + 

(nb*rp) - (nb*GFlb*GF2b); 
until 
rbb>re; 

repeat nd: = (na + nb )12; 
f1c:=xO*sqr(nd)*sqr(nd) +xl *sqr(nd) *nd+x2*sqr(nd)-(xO+x1 +x2-1); 
j2c: = x3*sqr(nd) *sqr(nd) + x4*sqr(nd) *nd + x5*sqr(nd)-(x3 + x4 + x5); 
GFle:=(rp-rb) / ((sqr(jlc-j2e)*(jlc-j2e))); 
GF2c: = (3*f1 c*sqr(f2c»)-(sqr(f2c)*j2c); 
GF3c: =f1 e+j2c; 
GF4c:=f1c*j2e; 
f1ca:=4*xO*sqr(nd)*nd + 3*xl*sqr(nd) + 2*x2*nd; 
j2ea:=4*x3*sqr(nd)*nd + 3*x4*sqr(nd) + 2*x5*nd; 
GFleA:= (rp-rb) * -3*exp(-4*ln(abs(j1c-j2e))) * (jlea - j2ea); 
GF2eA:=3*(jlca*sqr(f2c) + fle*2*j2c*j2ca) - 3*sqr(f2e)*j2ea; 
GF3cA:=flea+j2ca; 
GF4cA:=f1e*j2ea + f1ca*j2c; 
rd:= (nd*GF1e * ( 2*sqr(zd)*zd-3*sqr(zd)*GF3e+6*zd*GF4c)) + 
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end; 

(nd*rp) - (nd*GFlc*GF2c); 
IF rd < rc THEN na: =nd; 
IF rd>rc THEN nb:=nd; 
until abs(rd-rc) < (ry-r)/(lOO*o); 

Gd:= GFlc*(2*sqr(zd)*zd - 3*sqr(zd)*GF3c + 6*zd*GF4c) + 
nd*GFlcA*(2*sqr(zd)*zd - 3*sqr(zd)*GF3c + 6*zd*GF4c) + 
nd*GFlc *(- 3*sqr(zd)*GF3cA + 6*zd*GF4cA) + rp
GFlc*GF2c - nd*GFlcA*GF2c - nd*GFlc*GF2cA; 

Hd:= -6*nd*GFlc* ( sqr(zd)-zd*GF3c+GF4c); 
VRd:= (llrd) * (nd* VO*sqr (rb»*HdIGd; 
VZd: = (llrd) * (nd*VO*sqr(rb» *1 IGd; 
VRdw:= ((corr+corrc)I2)*VRd; 
VZdw: = ((corr+corrc)/2J*VZd; 

corrc: = corr; 
dEqq: = VRcwlrc; 
dEzz:= (VZcw-VZdw)l(zd-zc); 
dErr: = (VRew-VRcw)1 (re-rc); 
dEzr:=O.5*( (VRdw-VRcw)I(zd-zc) + (VZew-VZcw)/(rc-re»; 

(*estimation of rd*) 

(*strain rate aE~/at*) 
(*strain rate OE~Ot*) 
(*strain rate OE~Ot*) 
(*strain rate OEufot*) 

Vwg:=sqrt( sqr(VRcw)+sqr(VZcw» 
dt: =dslVwg; 

(*velocity of a point on the streamline*) 

Eqq: =dEqq*dt; 
Err: =dErr*dt,' 
Ezz: =dEzz*dt; 
Ezr: =dEzr*dt; 

(*time elapse for passing element*) 
(*strain E",,,, within element*) 
(*strain E" within element*) 
(*strain Etz within element*) 
(*strain Ezr within element*) 

Q:=sqrt((2/3)*(sqr(Err) + sqr(Eqq) + sqr(Ezz» + (4/3)*sqr(Ezr»; 
Qt:=Qt + Q; (*Q: effective strain within element*) 
dQ:=sqrt( (213)*(sqr(dErr) +sqr(dEqq) + sqr(dEzz» + (413)*sqr(dEzr»; 
Qta: = Qta +ezr; 
Qtap: = Qtap +abs(ezr); 
s: =a*exp (b* (In (dQ»),' (*Yield criterium*) 

rg:= (r + rx + ry + rxy)14; (*Wi: deformation power*) 
Wi: = Wi + Q*s*Vw*sqrt( sqr(rx-rxy)+sqr(zx-zxy) )*2* 

4*arctan (I) * ((rxy + rx)12); 
ijny=l then 
Wfl:=Wfl + sl(sqrt(3»*m*2*4*arctan(l)*(ry +rxy)/(2)* 

Vw*sqrt(sqr(zxy-zy) +sqr(rxy-ry»; (*die friction power*) 
/fj=p then 

Qga: = Qga + Qta; 
ijj=p then 

Qgap:=Qgap + Qtap; 
ijj=p then 

Qg:=Qg + Qt; 
opp: =opp +dzdr,' 
end; 

Wj2:=m*al(sqrt(3»*2*4*arctan(l)*rb*(lc-l)*VO; (*container friction power*) 
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W'=Wi+Wjl+~; 
Ps:= WI(4*arctan(1)*sqr(rb)*VO); 
wnteln('Wi = " Wi:8:4, ' Nmm '); 
writeln('Wfl = " Wfl :8:4, ' Nmm '); 
writeln('Wj2=', ~:8:4, , Nmm'),' 
wnteln('W= " W'8:4, , Nmm '); 
writeln('Ps= ',Ps:8:4, , Mpa'),' 
writeln('die jorce = " WI(9810*VO):8:4, ' ton'); 
writeln('average effective strain = ',Qglo:8:4); 
wnteln('average shear strain = " Qgalo:8:4); 

(*die pressure*) 

(*extrusion power*) 

(*die jorce*) 

writeln('average shear strain + redundant shear strain = ',Qgaplo:8:4); 
writeln(,deformation zone surjace= ',Opp:8:4); 
readln; 
end. 

Validation of this program is done by comparing results of this program with results from 
Yang et al [21], whom proposed the streamline method. Figure 31 shows the extrusion 
pressure as calculated by Yang et aI, while figure 32 shows the extrusion pressure as 
calculated with the above program (1=25 mm, Ic=O mm, rb=12.5 mm, Vo=1 
mm/s, Of = 702 ;0.2517 ). 
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Figure 31. Extrusion pressure versus 
reduction oj area according to Yang et 
al. 
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Figure 32. Extrusion pressure versus 
reduction oj area according to the above 
program. 
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Appendix C Experimental data 

In this appendix in brief data will be given of the experimental work. The aim of this is not 
only to justify the performed experiments, but also to be a guide for further investigations. 

Cl. Consolidation experiments. 

Constrained compression/shear experiment: 
-press: 100 leN Wolpert hydraulic press. 
-heating: Two heating bands are applied to heat the container. 
-temperature control: Three thermocouples are connected with a furnace controller. 

One is put in the outer side of the container, to prevent 
overheating of the heating bands. The other two are placed in 
the upper punch and in the inner side of the container, in 
order to control the flake temperature. 

During rotation there is no heating nor temperature control 
of the container. The temperature can only be measured in 
the upper punch. At the beginning of the experiments the 
temperature increases in the upper punch, due to deformation 
and friction energy. But in lasting experiments it later on 
decreased. In table 4 are given the beginning, maximum and 
ending temperature of the consolidation experiments at 
470°C. 

-rotation: For rotation of container and lower punch an electromotor is 
applied. The torque of the electromotor is high enough to 
guarantee a constant rotation speed. Two chains rotate the 
container and the lower punch with a speed of: 0.0479 S-1 

and 0.0958 S-l, respectively. 
-lubrication: To reduce container wall friction, the container inner is 

lubricated with MoSz. An EDX X-ray microanalysis is made 
to check if the lubricant also polluted the flakes at the tensile 
test fracture surface, but no significant amount of more than 
0.1 at% MoSz could be indicated. 

-material: Meltspinned A120Si5Fe2Ni alloy flakes. 
-specimen sizes: 15 rom in diameter and 3 rom high. 
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-experimental sequence: 

rotation time [s] 

punch temperature 12 60 150 
pressure at 

beginning 46rC 462°C 462°C 

70MPa maximum 466°C 471°C 471°C 

ending 466°C 467°C 455°C 

beginning 462°C 462°C 462°C 

140 MPa maximum 467°C 473°C 473°C 

ending 467°C 472°C 457°C 

beginning 462°C 462°C 462°C 

280 MPa maximum 471°C 476°C 476°C 

ending 471°C 475°C 460°C 

Table 4. Temperature change during constrained compression 
Ishear experiment. 

... 

... 

... 

Pre-heating of container and punches to consolidation 
temperature (420°C or 470°C). 
Filling of container with 1.7 g flakes and pre
compressing them shortly at 70 MPa. 
Heating of the container until the consolidation 
temperature is reached and stabilized during 5 
minutes. All together the heating takes ± 20 minutes. 
Consequently the punch pressure is increased as 
desired, after which the rotation can take place. 

Unconstrained/semi-constrained compression experiment: 
-press: 100 kN Wolpert hydraulic press. 
-heating: Temperature controlled radiation furnace. 
-temperature control: Two thermocouples are connected with a furnace controller. 

One is attached to the outer side of the specimen and one 
measures inside the lower punch. 

The maximum duration time of the experiments is 3 s, in 
which no temperature increase nor decrease of more than 
1°C is measured. 

-punch speed: The lower punch is moved towards the fIxed upper punch 
with a constant speed of 3.9 mm/s. 

-lubrication: Reduction of friction at the punches is achieved by lubricat
ing them with MoS2 and next covering the punches with 0.1 
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-material: 
-specimen sizes: 

-experimental sequence: 

mm pure aluminium sheet. 
Meltspinned A120Si5Fe2Ni alloy flakes. 
The diameter of the punches is 16.3 mm. The height of the 
specimen with surrounding steel tube is between 2.8 mm and 
3.0 mm, while the height of the specimen without tube is 
between 2.6 mm and 2.8 mm. 

Pre-heating of punches to consolidation temperature 
(420°C or 470°C). 
Filling of steel tube with 5.1 or 8.4 g flakes, depen
ding on the height reduction. 
Heating of flakes to consolidation temperature and 
allow the temperature to stabilize for 5 minutes. All 
together the heating takes ± 10 minutes. 
Consequently the heated flakes are pre-compacted at 
70 MPa. 
Next, the experiments at high hydrostatic pressure are 
immediately commenced. But for the experiments at 
low hydrostatic pressure first the steel tube is 
removed by machining. 

Hydrostatic pressure experiment: 
-press: 250 ton hydraulic extrusion press with a container inner 

diameter of 30 mm. This press is owned by the Delft 
University of Technology, Laboratory of Materials Sciences 
and Technology. 

-heating: The extrusion container and die are heated. Due to limita-

-temperature control: 

-material: 
-specimen sizes: 

-experimental sequence: 

C2. Extrusion experiments 

tions of the press only consolidation experiments at 420°C 
could be performed. 
The temperature is measured with thermocouples inside the 
container and the die. 
Meltspinned A120Si5Fe2Ni alloy flakes. 
Approximately 15 mm in diameter and approximately 15 mm 
in height. 
.... 7.2 g flakes surrounded with copper sheet (thickness 

0.1 mm) are placed in a cylinder of pure aluminium 
(>99.999% AI) with walls of 7 mm thickness. 

.... Heating of the flakes inside the extrusion container to 
420°C. 

.... Pressing of the flakes with 200 MPa, 400 MPa, 600 
MPa and 800 MPa. 

-press: 250 ton hydraulic extrusion press with a container inner 
diameter of 30 mm. This press is owned by the Delft 
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-heating: 

-temperature control: 

-punch speed: 

-material: 

-specimen sizes: 

-lubrication: 

-etching: 

experimental sequence: 

APPENDIX C. EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

University of Technology, Laboratory of Materials Sciences 
and Technology. 
The extrusion container and die are heated. Due to limita
tions of the press only consolidation experiments at 420°C 
could be performed. 
The temperature is measured with thermocouples inside the 
container and the die. 

The extrusion experiments started at a temperature of 400 
±20°C. Influenced by the deformation energy and thermal 
conduction the temperature in- or decreased during the 
experiments (see figure 33-35). 
When extruding the punch speed is kept at a constant value: 

± 2 mmI s for forward extrusion, and 
± I mm/s for backward extrusion. 

Extruded rod of meltspinned AI8Si3Cu2ZnlFelMg alloy 
flakes. 
The billets consist of two matching billet halfs. Together The 
halfs make a cylinder with a diameter of 29 mm and 50 mm 
height. Because the container inner diameter is 30 mm the 
billets are prior to the start of the extrusion compressed until 
they reach the container inner diameter. 
Both billets are lubricated at each surface, with exception of 
the surface at the punch. Again the lubricant is MoS2 • 

One of the billet halfs is provided with a photoetched grid. 
This is done as follows: 
~ The to be etched surface is covered with photo 

copying paint (photoresist), for instance Positiv 20@. 
the other surfaces are covered with an acid resistant 
coating. 

~ A photo negative of a grid is placed on the photo
resist coating and explored for 5 minutes to U. V. 
light. 

~ Consequently the grid is developed using fresh 
solvent containing 7g caustic soda in 1 I water, for 2-
5 minutes. 

~ After this, the uncovered surfaces are etched in 
hydrochloric acid (HCI 15%). 

~ Pre-heating of specimen in a furnace to 420°C. At 
the same time the extrusion container is heated to the 
same temperature. 

~ Placement of billet in extrusion container and addi
tional heating for 5 minutes at 420°C. 

~ Extrusion of billet. 
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Examples of loading sequences in forward and backward extrusion are shown in figure 33-
35. 
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Figure 33. Extrusion load and temperature diagrams in forward extrusion, area reduction 
89%. 
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Figure 34. Extrusion load and temperature diagrams in forward extrusion, area reduction 
96%. 
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Figure 35. Extrusion load diagrams in backward extrusion, area reduction 95%. 

C3. Tensile tests 

The seizes of the wheel shaped tensile test specimen are shown in figure 36. Below, in 
table 5-7, the results are presented of the tensile tests performed on the wheel shaped 
specimen. From each parameter setting four specimen are made in the consolidation 
experiments and six specimen in the extrusion experiments. In the tables also for each 
parameter setting the average value and the standard deviation are calculated. 

RO.5 

Figure 36. Seizes of wheel shaped test specimen. 
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temp.[°C] - punch press. WI! N22 N2 3 N24 average stand.dev 
[MPa] - rotation time [s] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] 

420 - 70 - 12 31.5 16.7 33.5 30.2 28.0 7.6 

420 - 70 - 60 66.0 73.0 60.9 70.1 67.5 5.3 

420 - 70 - 150 75.0 72.8 57.9 77.8 70.8 8.9 

420 - 140 - 12 54.9 45.6 50.5 61.6 53.1 6.8 

420 - 140 - 60 60.0 71.1 80.2 66.7 69.4 8.5 

420 - 140 - 150 90.4 41.0 86.8 109.0 81.8 28.9 

420 - 280 - 12 51.2 62.6 52.2 56.7 55.7 5.2 

420 - 280 - 60 88.2 75.7 70.0 70.6 76.2 8.4 

420 - 280 - 150 80.2 98.5 75.7 73.8 82.1 11.3 

470 - 70 - 12 81.7 49.3 85.0 62.7 72.0 19.7 

470 - 70 - 60 105.7 93.1 75.2 80.8 88.7 13.6 

470 - 70 - 150 89.2 106.8 116.7 114.4 106.8 12.4 

470 - 140 - 12 80.8 75.6 80.4 84.5 80.3 3.7 

470 - 140 - 60 85.3 87.5 86.7 81.7 86.5 1.1 

470 - 140 - 150 104.6 88.2 106.7 118.9 104.6 12.6 

470 - 280 - 12 69.4 71.2 84.1 79.3 76.0 6.9 

470 - 280 - 60 86.0 105.7 105.3 85.0 95.5 11.6 

470 - 280 - 150 90.1 107.8 107.6 106.8 103.1 8.7 

Table 5. Results from tensile tests performed on specimen consolidated with constrained 
compression/shear experiment. 

temp.[°C] - punch pres. N21 N22 N23 N24 average stand.dev 
[MPa] - surf.increase [-] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] 

420 - 100 - 3 44.9 41.6 51.2 49.4 46.8 4.4 

420 - 100 - 9 66.0 59.4 51.2 61.5 59.5 6.2 

420 - 400 - 3 63.4 48.3 63.3 42.2 54.3 10.7 

420 - 400 - 9 70.6 65.9 64.1 63.3 66.0 3.3 

470 - 60 - 3 62.7 57.2 63.7 40.5 56.0 10.7 
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470 - 60 - 9 78.5 61.8 61.6 67.1 67.3 

470 - 300 - 3 68.5 67.8 62.6 58.7 64.4 

470 - 300 - 9 78.0 64.2 57.9 80.1 70.1 

Table 6. Results from tensile tests performed on specimen consolidated with uncon
strained/semi-constrained compression experiment. 

area red. N21 N!.l2 N23 N24 NSl5 N26 average 
- type [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] 

95% - A 110.4 121.9 115.7 101.2 111.6 109.8 111.8 

95% - B 114.6 111.8 108.6 128.4 109.6 112.7 114.3 

95% - C 150.1 154.4 137.3 143.8 151.9 151.6 148.2 

98% - A 123.1 114.8 109.2 119.2 115.5 110.5 115.4 

98% - B 120.1 126.4 112.7 129.9 129.6 130.3 124.9 

98% - C 166.7 197.0 160.2 198.0 167.0 185.7 179.1 

7.9 

4.6 

10.7 

stand. 
dey 

[MPa] 

6.9 

7.2 

6.4 

5.3 

7.1 

16.6 

Table 7. Results from tensile tests performed on specimen machined from extruded rod. 
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Appendix D RSP-aluminium extrusion experiments 

Off all distorted grids obtained from the aluminium extrusion experiments pictures have 
been made, which are presented in this appendix. For information about the experimental 
data the reader is referred to section C3 of the previous appendix. 

D1. Validation of volume constancy 

Two billets are made of flakes, by compacting them with a pressure of 550 MPa, this is 
just below the extrusion peak pressure at the start of the extrusion. So no actual extrusion 
deformation has yet occurred. The density of the billet is determined to be 2791.1 kg/m3

, 

while the density of an extruded rod of the same alloy is 2815.0 kg/m3
• Thus is assumed 

that the flakes have at least been compressed to 99.2% density before they reach the 
extrusion deformation zone. Of the two billets one billet is made, consisting of two 
matching billet halfs. One billet half is provided with a photoetched grid. The extrusion of 
this billet is compared with the extrusion of a billet made of extruded rod, of identical 
materiaL The extrusion container inner radius is 15.0 mm, while the die radius is 3.0 mm. 
This results in an area reduction of 96 %. The billets are extruded in forward direction. 
Page 51 shows the deformed grid of the billet made of compacted flakes and the page after 
that of the extruded rod. 
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D2. Forward extrusion, area reduction 89% 

The next 7 pages show the different stadia of forward extrusion with an inner container 
radius of 15.0 mm and a die radius of 5.0 mm. 
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D3. Forward extrusion, area reduction 96% 

Page 62 to 69 present the distorted grids obtained from forward extrusion with a die radius 
of 3.0 mm, while the container inner radius remains 15.0 mm. 
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D4. Backward extrusion, area reduction 95% 

Distorted grids from backward extrusion with a die radius of 3.3 rom are shown on page 
71 to 75. The same extrusion container is used as in the previous experiments. 
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Appendix E Model material extrusion experiments 

Model material has the unique feature that it extrusion streamlines can be made identical to 
that of the metal of interest. Using model material in extrusion provides the advantage. that 
the process forces are reduced drastically owing to the low flow strain of the material. 
Thus it is possible to examine a certain extrusion process with simple tools [27]. 

The base material used for the model material extrusion experiments is Filia nil. This 
material appeared to be strain hardening, while the flow stress of the to be modelled 
material. the Al8Si3Cu2ZnlFelMg alloy, is only dependent on the strain rate. Because 
these experiments are made to measure the hydrostatic pressure distribution in extrusion (as 
done by Y oneyama et al [28] ), the model material flow stress needs to be independent of 
effective strain also. To achieve this, the Filianll is mixed with 10 wt% vaseline. Results 
from compression tests performed on this material are shown in figure 37. The tests reveal 
that the stress-strain rate relationship can be written as 

Of = 0.115 ~O.lS [MPa] (30) 

Performing extrusion experiments on this material results however, in an unsymmetrical 
dead metal zone. Further. in general the streamlines in the deformation zone are not 
similar with the aluminium extrusion experiments, see figure 38. Probably the high amount 
of vaseline, causing low friction, is debit that this experiment failed. Due to time 
limitations no further attempts have been made with other FiliaTIII compositions. 
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Figure 37. Results from compression tests on 
Filia with 10 wt% vaseline (initial 
strain rate), 
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Figure 38. Grid distortion of model 
material, area reduction 89%. 
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Appendix F SEM examinations of fracture surfaces 

Examinations of the fracture surfaces with a scanning electron microscope give information 
about areas where bonding has occurred and the orientation of the flakes. The fracture 
surfaces of two specimen from the constrained compression/shear experiment at 420°C 
(see section 2.2.1.) are shown in figure 39 and 40. The left scan is made of the specimen 
with the weakest bonding. Large areas of original flake surface can still be distinguished, 
where the surface layer has not been fractured. The right scan is made of specimen with 
the strongest bonding. Here no original flake surface can be seen any more, bonding has 
been achieved over the entire surface. 

Figure 39. Constrained compression/ 
shear specimen, punch pressure: 70 MPa, 
shear strain: 3.25. Magnification 16Ox. 

Figure 40. Constrained compression/ 
shear specimen. punch pressure 280 MPa 
shear strain: 40,5. Magnification 16Ox. 

The scans of the surface increase experiments at 420°C (see section 2.2.2.) in figure 41 
and 42 reveal the same as above, though less extreme. In figure 42 many flake boundaries 
can be distinguished, nevertheless almost everywhere more or less bonding has been estab
lished. The higher hydrostatic pressure used to consolidate the right specimen results in 
much better bonding, as shown by the rough fracture surface. Apparently at the low 
hydrostatic pressure not all clean metal surfaces that are formed due to the surface increase 
are brought in contact with each other. -
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Figuren 41. Constrained/semi-constrained 
compression specimen, punch pressure: 100 
MPa, sUrface increase: 3x. Magnification 
16Ox. 

Figuren 42. Constrained/semi-constrained 
compression specimen, punch pressure: 400 
MPa, sUrface increase: 3x. Magnification 
16Ox. 

The last two scans are made of the fracture surfaces obtained from extruded rod. The left 
picture is made of a type B specimen (see figure 25). Clearly it reveals that, in contrast 
with the previous specimen, the flakes are not orientated in the direction of the fractured 
surface. The right scan shows the more flat fracture surface of a type C specimen. Such a 
surface is to be expected, because the effective strain and the flake distribution is uniform 
over the specimen. Both scans reveal a very rough fracture surface, indicating that large 
areas of clean metal surface contact are formed. 

Figure 43. Extruded rod type B specimen, 
area reduction 98%, magnification 16Ox. 
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Figure 44. Extruded rod type C specimen, 
area reduction 98%, magnification 16Ox. 
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